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On Jan. 4, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit addressed a 

Fair Credit Reporting Act claim premised on an allegedly discharged 

private student loan, holding that because the alleged credit reporting 

error was based on a legal inaccuracy, it was not actionable under the 

FCRA. 

The decision in Mader v. Experian Information Solutions Inc. could have a 

significant impact given the increase in individual and class action litigation 

premised on purportedly discharged private student loans. 

In Mader, the plaintiff obtained an educational loan from Sallie Mae, a 

private, for-profit corporation, in 2008 and then subsequently filed for 

Chapter 7 bankruptcy in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of 

New York in 2012. 

The plaintiff obtained a generic Chapter 7 discharge order that made no 

mention of the private student loan but instead simply said that the 

plaintiff was released from all dischargeable debts. 

An explanation of bankruptcy discharge attached to the order stated that 

"[m]ost, but not all, types of debts are discharged," but that "[d]ebts for 

most student loans" were not dischargeable. 

The plaintiff and the lender continued to treat the private student loan as if it had not been 

discharged for the next six years, over the course of which the lender sent the plaintiff a 

letter asserting that the loan had not been discharged and that the plaintiff "remain[ed] 

responsible for repaying the entire remaining balance," and the plaintiff and the lender 

executed a loan modification agreement. 

Perhaps even more notably, the plaintiff made payments on the loan from 2013 to 2017. 

Given the conduct of the plaintiff and the lender, it comes as no surprise that the consumer 

reporting agencies also continued to treat the loan as if it had not been discharged and 

included both the loan modification agreement and intermittent payments on the plaintiff's 

consumer report, which indicated that the loan was still due and owing. 

In 2019, six years after the discharge order, the plaintiff filed suit in the Southern District of 

New York, claiming that Experian, a credit reporting agency, had violated the FCRA by 

reporting inaccurate information because the student loan was discharged. 

The district court granted summary judgment to Experian because the private student loan 

was nondischargeable, and thus the information reported by Experian was accurate. 

On appeal, the Second Circuit disagreed with the district court's conclusion because it found 

a material dispute that affected whether the loan was dischargeable. 

Nonetheless, the Second Circuit affirmed on the alternative ground that Experian could not 

be liable under the FCRA for what amounted to an alleged legal inaccuracy. 
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Ruling 

 

The Second Circuit said that the district court should not have even reached the issue of 

whether the private student loan was dischargeable because such a determination in and of 

itself rendered the plaintiff's FCRA claim as one premised on a legal inaccuracy, which is 

generally not cognizable under the FCRA. 

 

As an initial matter, the court noted that when preparing consumer reports, credit reporting 

agencies are required to "follow reasonable procedures to assure maximum possible 

accuracy of the information concerning the individual about whom the report relates," 

according to Title 15 of the U.S Code, Section 1681e(b). 

 

Therefore, to succeed on a FCRA claim against a credit reporting agency, a plaintiff must 

establish, among other things, that their credit report contains an inaccuracy. 

 

Turning to the alleged inaccuracy at issue, the court noted that it does not meet the 

statutory test "because it evades objective verification." 

 

Specifically, the court explained that there is no bankruptcy order expressly discharging the 

private student loan and both the plaintiff and lender continued to treat the debt as 

outstanding following the plaintiff's bankruptcy. 

 

To determine whether its reporting of the debt was accurate, Experian would first have to 

make a legal determination of whether the loan is dischargeable, an analysis that turns on 

whether certain sections of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code apply and that requires a complicated 

legal analysis on which courts have not given a unified answer in analogous circumstances. 

 

Ultimately, the court concluded that resolving the dischargeability issue would require 

"bespoke attention and legal reasoning," meaning that the status of the plaintiff's debt is 

"not sufficiently objectively verifiable to render [the plaintiff's] credit report 'inaccurate' 

under the FCRA." 

 

The court then turned to the plaintiff's FCRA claim, noting that every other circuit that has 

considered a similar question has agreed that "inaccuracies that turn on legal disputes are 

not cognizable under the FCRA." 

 

Consistent with decisions in its sister courts, the Second Circuit ruled that, due to the 

complex nature of the applicability of the discharge order to private student loans, Experian 

was not required to resolve this unsettled legal question, and because the alleged 

inaccuracy in the plaintiff's consumer report was a legal inaccuracy, not a factual one, the 

plaintiff's FCRA claim failed as a matter of law. 

 

After reaching this conclusion, the court also noted that the plaintiff is not without options to 

resolve the dispute over the nature of the student loan at issue. 

 

The plaintiff could ask the bankruptcy court for clarification of the discharge order, and if the 

bankruptcy court determines that the private student loan was discharged and a credit 

reporting agency continued to report the loan as due and owing, it would present a vastly 

different case in terms of cognizability under the FCRA. 

 

 



Key Takeaways and Implications 

 

The Second Circuit's Mader decision may provide support to both credit reporting agencies 

and furnishers when defending against claims brought by consumers who obtain a generic 

Chapter 7 discharge and later allege an FCRA violation related to the reporting of prepetition 

private student loans. 

 

With these types of claims on the rise, credit reporting agencies and furnishers can argue 

that they are under no obligation to resolve an unsettled legal question based on a series of 

nuanced factors that cannot be objectively verified. 

 

However, even if the risk of liability under the FCRA is reduced, creditors, servicers and debt 

collectors could face different claims based on similar allegations related to allegedly 

discharged private student loans. 

 

As a result, those that may be subject to such a claim could consider taking action during 

the underlying bankruptcy to clarify whether the private student loan is dischargeable. 

 

As a practical matter, cost efficiency may preclude creditors from taking action in a 

bankruptcy proceeding to determine whether a private student loan is dischargeable. 

 

As a result, it is possible that we will continue to see claims similar to that in Mader, where 

a debtor acts as if a private student loan was not discharged for years and then changes 

course and alleges not only that the loan was discharged, but that the creditor — or a 

servicer or third-party debt collector — violated various state and federal statutes in 

engaging in collection activities. 

 

One option that might significantly reduce the likelihood of what can be described as a bait-

and-switch tactic is an amendment to the bankruptcy forms. 

 

Currently, the schedules in which a debtor identifies those creditors with unsecured claims 

requires a debtor to identify student loans, but not whether the debtor believes those 

student loans are dischargeable. 

 

A simple amendment to these forms could require debtors to affirmatively state at the 

outset whether they contend private student loans are dischargeable and would thus put 

creditors on notice so that the creditor can choose whether to act. 

 

Mader also makes clear that consumers with dischargeable student loans are not without 

recourse. 

 

Those who have already received generic Chapter 7 discharge orders could seek clarification 

from the bankruptcy court as to the dischargeability of their private student loans, and 

those who are currently in bankruptcy or file bankruptcy in the future could seek 

clarification on student loans they believe are dischargeable from the outset. 

 

What is clear, however, is that at least in the Second Circuit, consumers face serious legal 

hurdles by skipping these steps and attempting to litigate the issue via an FCRA claim. 
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